Abstract
Considering the interference condition between the initializing base station and the operation radio network near the IBS, we can find several scenarios. Study on these cases may be helpful for the standard development and make the WD easier to be understood by the working group.
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Overview

Considering the interference condition between the initializing base station and the operating radio network near the IBS, we can find several scenarios. Study on these cases may be helpful for the standard development and make the WD easier to be understood by the working group.
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Discussion

See to the figure below:

Suppose OBS and SS1 is part of a operation network, SS1 have a stable air link with it’s BS before IBS start, OBS have a wired link Now the IBS comes into this area with wire link to the core network, IBS could contact OBS if he knows the address, unfortunately it does not know the IP address and probably there may be no regulatory server to ask for help. Notice here, the IBS will not have any SS attached before IBS itself has finished initialization. Based on list of assumptions referred to the working document, we can study on cases IBS is in and what kind of problems it may meet.

There is three kind of situation may exist in both SS2BS and BS2SS interference/signaling,

1) not able to be detected

2) interference detected but signaling not able to be decoded

3) interference detected and the signaling is decodable
We will use three kind of line with arrow to indicate these situation in the following figure during discussion.

- - - →  Interference/signaling detectable and decodable
- - - →  Interference/signaling detectable but not decodable
- - - →  Interference/signaling not detectable

[note: based on the synchronization assumption, the BS/BS and SS/SS interference could be ignored.]

We can easily list out the possible cases by logical thinking as below:

Case1x: IBS interference/signaling can not detected by SS1
  Case1a: the IBS can not detect the signal from the operating network
  Case1b: the IBS can detect the signal from the operating network, but not decodable
  Case1c: the IBS can detect and decode the signaling from the operating network

Case2x: IBS interference/signaling can detected by SS1 but not decodable
  Case2a: the IBS can not detect the signal from the operating network
  Case2b: the IBS can detect the signal from the operating network, but not decodable
  Case2c: the IBS can detect and decode the signaling from the operating network

Case3x: IBS interference/signaling can detected and decoded by SS1
  Case3a: the IBS can not detect the signal from the operating network
  Case3b: the IBS can detect the signal from the operating network, but not decodable
  Case3c: the IBS can detect and decode the signaling from the operating network

We can discuss these cases one by one in the following:

Note:
1) The red tick here means one of the BS may know the IP address of another BS by receiving the signaling from the air; The red cross here stands for that the BS can not know the IP address of another BS by the signaling from the air.

2) The red dot line in one side means that from this side, the station can decode the signaling from the transmitter; The red dash line means from this side, the station can detect but can not decode; and the read solid line means the station can not sense the existence of the transmitter.

Case 1x:
In these cases IBS doesn’t interference with SS1, which means the OBS’s network is not necessary to contact IBS. So case 1x(1a/1b/1c) are not the target initialization scenarios in 16h.

**Case 2x:**

[Note: case 2c normally doesn’t happen for the same reason with case 1b & 1c.]

In these cases, IBS’s signaling could be detected by SS1, but SS1 could not decode the signaling. The problem here is, IBS may interfere to SS1, but SS1 can’t know who is the interferer, so it can not tell the OBS who is the interferer, so the OBS could not contact IBS for cooperation. These cases is the worst cases that 16h should deal with.
The reason for this problem is the difference of condition between decodable signaling and troubling interference. The condition could be measured in SNR requirement, the lower SNR required for the signaling, the lower probability to have this problem; another approach may help was introduced to the working document 15.2.1.1.3\cite{2} in the meetings before is shown in IEEE C802.16h-05/041\cite{3}, and we could easily understand it in the following figure.

![Diagram of signaling and interference](image)

No matter how hard we try, we could not absolutely get rid of the difference, so we can not totally get rid of this problems, all we could do is to make the probability as low as possible. Once in operating network all the interfered SSs could not decode the signaling, we have no chance to tell who is coming to interfere the network, and this operating network may need to switch/escape to another channel.

**Case 3x:**

These cases are most interesting cases that 16h need to make out the solution. We can see each one of the 3 cases here is a normal case, and we need to deal with them all. In order to find the common solution, we need to take the advantage of the common condition. That is, SS can decode the IBS signaling. It’s understood that if we don’t depends on the IBS signaling transmition, in case 3a and 3b, operation network will not be able to find IBS in the core network. And the only way we may enable the operating network to do this is using the SS to relay the signaling which is managed to contain the IP address information.

The security issue may be mitigated by checking the instant random key and frame numbering in the contact requirement message sent by the OBS. That may prevent the IBS being cheated by someone faraway or by someone which is not able to control or access the 16h air link. We may need to think about this approach if we have no other choice to meet the cooperation contact requirement in case 3a and 3b.

**Proposed text change**

To introduce the case study into annex. In this phase, we proposed to add a ANNEX clause, ANNEX 3. Coexistence scenarios for 16h. and section A3.1. BS initialization case study. And insert the content in the upper section into A3.1.